
Customizable 
Outdoor Citronella
Candle Programs





About us

Founded in 1984, The Companion Group is a family of brands 
dedicated to creating the ultimate outdoor experience. And because 
no cookout or backyard soirée is complete without citronella candles, 
Patio Companion® plays an essential role in our business.

For the past 17 years, Patio Companion® has offered complete, 
tailored citronella programs to retailers. Citronella candles provide 
ambiance through light and scent, and are practical, natural insect 
repellents. Patio Companion® offers start-to-finish, completely 
custom candle lines for you and your customers. We can work with 
your design team to make something that fits your existing themes, as 
well as walk you through emerging design trends to create something 
new and unique. 

Our products go beyond boring “bug buckets,” making use of a wide 
variety of materials and in just about any shape, color, and finish you 
can imagine. And as a full-service company, we’ll even create the 
packaging for you. Together, we’ll come up with the perfect candle 
complement to your products. Your outdoor living section will shine 
even brighter with Patio Companion®!



Ceramic product examples shown on this page:  
[A] Starfish; reactive glazes.  
[B] Cut-out pattern bowls; solid color matte glazes.  
[C] Embossed bowls; solid color glazes.  
[D] Faceted pentagons; reactive glazes. 
[E] Terracotta pots; painted patterns. 
[F] Bird; reactive glaze.
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Ceramic is a natural match to outdoor spaces, calling 
to mind earthy garden pots and bright spots of 
color. Our ceramic filled candles are available in a 
wide range of shapes and finishes, including natural 
unglazed, layered reactive glazes, and matte or shiny 
solid colors to match to your custom palettes.
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Ceramic product examples shown on this page:  
[G] Buddha heads; reactive glazes.  
[H] Seashells; silver chrome glazes. 
[I] Waterdrop centerpiece; reactive glaze with distressed edges. 
[J] Cylinders: Solid glaze w/corn twine, Reactive glaze w/ jute twine 
[K] Cups: Reactive and solid glazes with distressed edges. 
[L]Canoe centerpieces; reactive glazes.
[M] Canisters with bamboo lids; solid glazes.

For more info on pricing, packaging, or how we can customize a product selection for your line, please contact your Sales Manager or Representative today! 3
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Concrete product examples shown on this page:  
[A] Faceted hexagons. 
[B] Cylinder; painted. 
[C] Faux bois shapes, painted.
[D] Bowl centerpiece. 
[E]Tapered cube, round pot.
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Construct an outdoor atmosphere with style! Concrete 
is so much more than a building material; it can 
echo the look of classic garden statuary as well as 
take on an ultra-modern, minimalist look. Citronella 
and concrete are well matched when it comes to 
customizing look.

CONCRETE
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Concrete product examples shown on this page:  
[F] Round cylinders with vine pattern. 
[G] Buddhas in lotus bowls.
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Metal product examples shown on this page:  
[A] Punched centerpieces, galvanized. 
[B] Watering cans; embossed galvanized. 
[C] Pails and tubs, rustic coated. 
[D] Planter centerpiece; galvanized. 
[E] Can with corn twine, can with jute twine; distressed galvanized. 
[F] Oval and round tubs; color coated with faux leather handles.
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Charming and durable, our metal filled candles and 
entertaining accessories are practical for everyday 
use. Choose from classic galvanized steel or bright 
powder-coated colors, as well as from a variety of 
handles for a finishing touch. 

METALS
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Metal product examples shown on this page:  
[G] Watering cans; embossed galvanized. 
[H] Round shallow tub centerpiece; galvanized. 
[I] Double pails with wood handle; galvanized. 
[J] Outdoor servingware; rustic coated. 
[K] Patio chair with glass tealight holder; color coated.
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Glass product examples shown on this page:  
[A] Hanging jars with wire handles; corn twine, and color glass.  
[B] Cups; transparent decals on mirror glass. 
[C] Hanging jars with mercury glass finish, colored glass.  
[D] Mason jar set; wire caddy with silver finish. 
[E] Bubble glass centerpiece with color glass.
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Filled glass candles are perfect for providing 
illumination and ambiance at outdoor gatherings. 
These candles are well-suited for the tabletop, 
adding color and sophistication to any occasion, from 
weddings to barbecues.

GLASS
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Glass product examples shown on this page:  
[F] Mini wine bottle cups; color glass. 
[G] Frosted jars with jute rope wrap and handles. 
[H] Bubble glass shapes with raffia and shell tie; color glass. 
[I] Beehive jar with wooden lid; color stripes. 
[J] Art deco cups; color glass. 
[K] Mini mason jars; color glass.
[L] Cylinder with metal finish lid; color glass
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Wax product examples shown on this page:  
[A] Recessed pattern luminaires.  
[B] Ladybug tabletop torches.  
[C] Basic candles; custom colors, all sizes.  
[D] Crated votives; custom colors. 
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Basics don’t have to be boring! Wax candles are a 
decorative mainstay, whether you choose to keep 
them in a vessel or use them on their own. Wax’s 
malleability makes it extremely versatile; we can create 
candles in almost any shape and color imaginable!

WAX SHAPES & TORCHES
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Wax product examples shown on this page:  
[E] Owl.  
[F] Stones and pebbles. 
[G] Embossed pillars. 
[H] Watermelon wedges. 
[I] Recessed pattern yard torches.
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Lantern examples shown on this page:  
[A] Classic box lanterns; galvanized. 
[B] Ceramic punched lantern; matte glaze 
[C] Metal picado lanterns; color coated. 
[D] Large box lantern; metal patina finish.
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Shed some light on your next soirée with the warm 
glow of lit lanterns. Whether you choose industrial 
designs of a bygone era or more modern, playful 
pieces, hanging a lantern will brighten up any space.

LANTERNS
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Lantern examples shown on this page:  
[E] Glass tealight lantern; jute twine fishnet.
[F] Ceramic lanterns with fleur d’lys cut-outs; reactive glazes
[G] Beehive lanterns; color glass. 
[H] Wood frame tabletop box lanterns; glass with decals. 
[I] Garden bug lanterns; color coated.
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Display examples shown on this page:  
[A] Shelf display with 6 units; ceramic pots. 
[B] Floor display with 32 units; glass jar candles.
[C] Shelf display with 8 units;  set/3 metal sleeve votive cups. 
[D] Counter display with 40 units; tabletop torches. 
[E] Metal bucket counter display with 43 units; tabletop torches.

Custom displays not only keep products tidy and safe, 
but also stand out to customers. We make it easy to 
stock your shelves and sales floors with displays that 
effectively showcase your stock.

DISPLAYS
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Packaging examples shown on this page:  
[F] Hang tag; jute twine tie.  
[G] Clear boxed candle sets.  
[H] Clear, printed wick guard.  
[I] Corrugated, printed torch sets. 
[J] Kraft paper, printed wick guards.

For more info on pricing, packaging, or how we can customize a product selection for your line, please contact your Sales Manager or Representative today! 15
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Our creativity continues with packaging!  
We can design packaging to fit your existing branding, 
or create something unique to you. From wick guards 
to added-value reusable containers, these packages 
are designed to attract the eye of your customers.

PACKAGING
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THEMED ASSORTMENTS
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Assortment examples shown on this page:  
[A] Americana. 
[B] Seaside.

Drawing from your own trend boards or seasonal 
themes, we can assemble an array of different 
yet coordinated items from across our existing 
collections – and create custom pieces to round 
out the assortment!



We’re here to brighten up your  
outdoor lighting programs! 

Get a jump on summer and 
contact your sales manager or 
representative today!
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See us at…
 
The National Hardware Show
Booth #11207
May 4 - 6
Las Vegas, NV


